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are local rather than national. The horizon of the Scottish
ballads is not a distant one. Sometimes kings and queens are
the subject, but, as Entwistle says of the Danish ballads, kings
are described as "magnified squires, all their acts and feelings
being on a personal scale".4
Even more common than guerilla warfare as a theme is
sex: nearly half the ballads are stories of love or of violence
caused by love. The ballads take a simple view of sex, uncom-
plicated by Christian ethics or by mediaeval Courtly Love—
the latter was the ethic of a far more highly organized society.
Bride-stealings are common, and the maiden is usually willing
to elope. Love is set in a context of social relationships: the
father and seven bold brothers stand in the way, and lovers
consult their relatives for advice which usually leads to tragedy.
As in folksong and folklore everywhere, the cuckold gets no
sympathy. Gerould says "marital unhappiness is almost always
lightly treated in the ballads unless it ends in homicide"6;
as, of course, it often does.
The ballads present love and violence in the same matter-
of-fact way as the supernatural. The least possible comment is
offered. The ballad community has its own set of moral values:
individual prowess in arms and in love is perhaps the quality
most admired; then comes loyalty, both in allegiance to a
leader and in the plighting of a lover's troth. But this morality
remains implicit. The absence of didacticism in the ballads
makes a strong contrast both with mediaeval clerkly literature
and with other types of folklore, like the animal fable and the
proverb, and perhaps distinguishes them as an aristocratic
type of folklore. Just as there is only a very small amount of
Christian hagiology or cosmology in the ballads, so there is
a minimum of orthodox moralizing. According to Steenstrup,6
a moral is pointed out only in the later Danish ballad versions,
and what little moralizing there is in the English and Scottish
ballads seems to be intrusive. It has been suggested by John
Speirs in The Scottish Tradition, that some of the ballads
are moralist in their use of the symbol of finery; that the lords
and ladies adorned with the silk and the gold so red personify
vanity, and that the finery is associated with folly, pride, and

